CLUB RULES
The Purbeck Campers Club has rules which need to be followed in order for
everyone to enjoy camping, a list of the most important ones are listed below:
1. Meets are restricted to PCC members only, and Membership cards must be
available on request. Day Visitors are permitted on site at the discretion of
the Steward, and their details entered into the Visitors Book held with the
Stewards Kit. On meets where there is food involved a social fee may be
requested from any visitors attending.
2. At all meets the Stewards act on behalf of the Purbeck Campers Club and
thus protect the clubs reputation. The steward's word is final and any
member failing to abide by their request will be asked to leave the site, this
may also impact on your membership.
3. A distance of 6 metres (20ft) must be kept between units, this includes
awnings, cars and pup tents.
4. Fire buckets and/or Fire extinguishers should be visible at all units.
5. Each unit can only contain 2 adults aged 18 years and over and their children
(grandchildren). Additional adults are permitted but must be Club Members
before commencement of the meet attending and have paid the
membership.
6. Pup tents may only be used by members under the age of 18 years and must
be pitched next to their parents (grandparents) unit and not encroach on to
another pitch.
7. All vehicles are restricted to 5mph and under no circumstances should
learner drivers be permitted to be in control of a vehicle whilst on site.
Please note no vehicular movement is permitted between the hours of
11.00pm and 7.30am unless in an emergency.
8. Cyclist must keep to 5mph and must dismount near any units.

9. Open Fires and charcoal BBQs are not permitted on site without prior
approval from the stewards.
10. Generators may only be used during the hours of 10.00am and 6.00pm with
permission of the steward. Please be aware generators do sometimes offend
if left running all day so you may be asked to switch off! Please contact the
steward if you wish to use a generator outside of these hours for emergency
purposes.
11. Noise must be kept to a minimum whilst on site and there must be no
excessive noise between the hours of 11.00pm and 7.30am.
12. Chemical toilets and waste must be disposed of at the facilities provided
and under no circumstances should be cleaned at the drinking water tap.
13. Children are the responsibility of their parents or guardians at all times.
14. No kites, fire arms, catapults, pellet guns, Chinese lanterns, fireworks,
bubbles or anything similar are permitted on site. All units are valuable and
costly to repair.
15. Balls games are permitted with the stewards discretion, but must not be
played near any units.
16. All animals must be kept under control at all times. Dogs must be leashed
whilst on site and exercised in the authorised area if available or away from
all units. Any pet residues must be cleared up straight away, if no bin is
provided by the site then please take back to your unit.
17. Please make sure your pitch is left litter free, including cigarette butts and
take all litter home with you if disposal is not provided.
18. Please ensure you keep to the Country Code and respect others property.
19. The Club accepts NO RESPONSIBILITY to persons or property.
20. The Club will not abide negativity, abuse of others, or bad language on site,
on the Website or Facebook pages. The PCC is about Having Fun after all!

Failure to comply with the above will result in you being asked to leave the site, a
formal written warning, or your membership being revoked.

